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For the first time , with the initiative of Drd.
Raluca Ghideanu and Prof.Univ. Reka Csapo
Dup , Sculpture section students had the
occasion to do their practice stage outside
the country, to be exact the Natural Park
Hohe Tauern in Austria.
Mrs .Dipl.Ing Elisabeth Koch ,the initiator
of the project land art “Art Aqua of the
association ProArte Mallnitz , supported the
students and actively participated in the
making of the pieces.
They had 10 days to execute the art
worksstarting from the subject Interior
Identities . all prepared for this project in
advance, proposing all diffrent kind of
ideeas, the winnier one being choseen under
the supervision of Conf.univ.dr. Dup Mircea

With the initiative Raluca Ghideanu and
Dipl.Ing.Elisabeth Koch the team from
România has been invited this year to
participate in the project Land art “Art Aqua”
of ProArte Mallnitz, which is taking place
in the Natural Reservation Hohe Tauern
Naționalpark. In the spam of 10 days (10-19
august) the participants will make scultural
instalations, site specific,in the mountain
landscapes of the Alps.
It is an important opportunity for the
students to participate and to have works
internationaly ,where year by year
professional sculptors are invitided to
work.The art oieces will be on the bigger
scale and they will remain exhibited in
nature . Through this residence stage the
students also have the possibility to make
incursions on this new gengre of sculpture .
Rhe coordonators of this project thank with
this occasion to Cultural Romanian institute
for the collaboration.
•Theme:
•Interior Identities

Darie si a Lect. univ. dr. Dup Reka
Krisztina. The 2 teachers ,who are first of all

•Town of Mallnitz, National Park Hohe
Tauern, Austria

artists ,besides Raluca Ghideanu mentored

Project initiators:

the students , andvicing them , which will

the works , materials that are

• Drd. Raluca Ghideanu, PHD student at
Universității Naționale de Artă București
and member of the association ProArte
Mallnitz, Austria.

recommendend and also helping with the

Coordinators:

technique.

•Lect. univ. Dr. Dup Reka Krisztina

better suit the theme , choosing the space for
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•Conf.univ.dr. Dup Mircea Darie
•PHD student. Raluca Ghideanu
•Participants: Pînzariu Cezara-Cristina, Petria Daniel, Ion Andrei Gabriel, Nică
Bogdan Nicolae, Florea Nicolae-Iulian, second year students at UNArte Bucuresti,
class of Lect. univ. dr. Dup Reka Krisztina.
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Works presentation :
The participants of this year International Land Art Sympozion are :
:










Pinzariu Cezara- Cristina
Petria Daniel
Ion Andrei Gabriel
Nica Bogdan Nicolae
Florea Nicolae Iulian
Raluca Ghiceanu
Dup Csapo Reka
Dup Darie

Pinzariu Cezara –Cristina
Art Work:

Hiden Sf. Hubert

“ Hubert was hunted. Trying
to escape the hunter he hid in
a pond ,but the horns remain
above the water. Still he was
not seen ,for he is a sacred
being .”
Materials: Metal (flat-band,
wire, enforced iron,) ,thread.
Dimensions : 140/200 cm
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Cezara was excited for this
project realizing that it’s an
opportunity for her , not only
professionaly but more so in her
artist development. She was
inspired by the local protecting
deity Sf. Hubertus.
She choose to work with metal for
this piece as she wanted to not
affect the environment but the
piece to also have durability.
“I tried to keep it simple , to mix
the work with the landscapes,
because Sf.Hubertus himself was
into hiding. In a way I choose him
because I wanted the towns
people to connect with my work.”
Cezara is an empath and usually
through her works, she tries to
connect with people, or connect
with themselves or the others.
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Petria Daniel
Art Work: Ludic

Intervention

“The piece brings
foward a playful
image. The game they
are playing has a
direct consequence
on their surrounding
enviroment. By
simply playing
without a care , they
are modifying nature
as they see fit.”
Materials: Enforced
concrete, steel
Dimensions:
125/40/90 cm
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Daniel has experimented with enforced concrete, molding directly with it, not using the classical method
of mold pouring. He says that through this method the concrete has a special print that he prefers.
“I choose to represent 2 children because their innocent, age specific, gives the eye a tranquil view without
drama or ambiguity regarding the action they are doing...”
Daniels a person that prefers to communicate through his works than words, his pieces being diverse
regarding the themes sources of inspiration, usually also using the materials to transmit an idea.
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Ion Andrei Gabriel
Art Work:

Resting Place

“In a stoppage, talking is the
dominant mode of
communication. Writing, the
way of the priest of
communicating with the
divine, becomes sacred.
Through the painted symbols,
this stoppage transcends and
becomes a place of
spirituality.”
Materials: wood, stone,
acrylics
Dimensions: 340/340 cm
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Gabriel was inspired by the nature he found himself surrounded of. He is fascinated with how the
people connect with their surrounding environment, being the city or the wild.
“My art piece is a possible representation of the ancient tribes sacred symbology. In this instance, the
stoppage, as a meeting place, of communication and spirituality.”
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Nica Bogdan Nicolae
Art work :

Silence

Symbology associated with a
belief. The Cross in the
Christian religion is a symbol of
sacrifice and at the same time
an object of worship. The
association of the Cross with an
event or a sacred location, gives
it a special aura, and compels
you to think of the deity, of
prayer, of inner peace and
repentance.

Materials : Wood , metal.
Dimensions: 230/120 cm
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Bogdan wanted to mix art with utility and made an object that will help people find the healing spring .
His works usually represent the conection, or the wish for it , between humans and a superior plan of
existence , spiritual or intellectual .
“The placement of Christic object close to the healing spring located in the National Park Hohe Tauren ,
transforms it into a cardinal point, instead of getting rid suffering grief, spiritual or physical, it morphs into
intangible, into immortality."
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Florea Nicolae Iulian
Art work :

Mistic
"Homage brought to the cycle
of nature . Based on the
balance between the
ephemerality of life and the
miracle of rebirth,"
Materials : branches, rope
Dimensions: 190/190/300cm
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Iulian has a real concern for the environment, its work in general being made of recycled or recyclable
materials. He had the same approach while working on the land art piece choosing branches as his
material , in order not to make invasive operations in the natural reservation.
Iulian wants people to realize how important nature is to us , human beings ,both physically and
spiritually, and considers that nothing is not more enjoyable than time spent in nature. The work is
like a small oasis of peace of mind in which you invitated to reflect and reconnect with mother nature.
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Ghideanu Raluca and Dup Darie
Artwork :

Jörð

I am that I am!... I am the
amount of all of these ‘I’ that
live within me. I am the
amount of all choices I had
have ever made. I carry in me
an old heritage and tradition. I
am the past, I am the present,
I am the future, all in one….I
am that I am.
Technique : Photography
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In Norse mythology, Jörð (Old Norse jǫrð, "earth" pronounced [ˈjɔrð]), she is the mother of
the thunder god Thor, son of Odin, and the personification of earth.
The goddess of the uncivilized, uncultivated, wild earth, Jord is little mentioned in any of the
myths. Her name means simply “Earth”.
She is simply the mother; there is nothing separate from her. All things come from her, return to
her, and are her.
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Dup Csapo Reka
Art work

: Vergine di Luce

“The theme of Madonna’s came to me since my childhood, where
due to a very religious grandmother we had in our home highly
guarded and worshipped a statue which is now mine. I was always
thinking of it as goddess and never have the smallest reason to
doubt in her powers. Since ten years now I write and think
different projects related to this issue, where most of them
implicate fire and transformations.”
Dimensiuni : 150/80/30 cm
Materiale si tehnica : Tehnica encaustică. cherestea.
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Being trained as sculptor, since I was a student I worked with fire and wax having more the 20 years’
experience in bronze casting. The work was founded mostly upon the so called wax-losing process.
During it the form which is originally made by wax, and covered in a refractory material, is put in an
oven where it burns three days and nights at a certain degree. In this period of time, the wax form
which will be cast slowly melts and then burns out completely no matter the size. In the empty place
founder pour the melted bronze in, which is melted in a crucible separately.
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Dup Darie
: Experiment

Art work
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With the support of :

Document edited by : Pinzariu Cezara-Cristina
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